 Ð/QHU@SDÐÎDKCR

10 Cash*

'NLDÐÎDKC

A game for everyone who enjoyed
the ploughing strategy in Agricola
How the Designer explains his game

Shop
Storehouse / Cart

Narrative of the rules
Action phase
Sow vegetables as seed
URN UMMARY
Buy vegetables from the Shop
Harvest phase
Sell vegetables to the Shop
Harvest 1 vegetable from each field
Use Market stalls
and place it in your cart
Use or discard Helpers
Turn over 1 Private field
Deliver to Regular customers
(if required, turn the Satisfaction
Card phase
marker or take a 2 penalty)
After the Distribution round, play 2 cards
Serve Casual customers
Fill new Market stalls with vegetables
( > : -2 / < : +2 )
To finance fields, vegetables
Buy 1 Two-pack
can be sold in the Shop
At the end: Store vegetables
and Helpers can be used
and move Scoring marker
At the end: Redistribute the Starting
player tokens
At any time: Take a loan of 5

T

Preface
What follows should give you an overall impression of the rules for
“At the Gates of Loyang.” It also serves as a guide for experienced
players in explaining the game.

UWE

When it comes to game preparation and rules queries, please refer to
the rulebook, as written by Ralph Bruhn (who has done a great job
sorting and organising the rules)

S

Turn Summary card
Path of Prosperity

“In the text boxes (in red) I give my own opinion, for advanced or keen players,
of certain rules. I explain how the rule evolved into what it is, as opposed to
other possibilities. When explaining the rules these boxes may be omitted.”

I hope you have as much fun with the game as I have had over the
course of its development.
Uwe Rosenberg October 2009

Scoring marker

Aim of the game

The Shop
Each player has a Shop on his gameboard, but the Shop is not
owned by any player. The player can buy vegetables from this Shop
that he cannot currently get any other way. The Shop is stocked with
vegetables at the start of the game – as shown in the picture. There are
six kinds of vegetables in the game.

Ploughing the Home field

UWE

EachÐMI>VBOÐE>PÐLKBÐ%LJBÐÄBIAÐ>KAÐ Ð >PE ÐQEBÐ@ROOBK@VÐFKÐQEFPÐ
game. During the setup players buy, in turn order, either a pumpkin,
a wheat or a turnip from his Shop, which will be used as seed for his
%LJBÐÄBIA Ð%BÐPLTPÐQEFPÐPBBAÐ?VÐMI>@FKDÐFQÐLKÐEFPÐ%LJBÐÄBIA Ð1EFPÐ
ÄBIAÐFPÐQEBKÐÄIIBAÐTFQEÐBFDEQÐCROQEBOÐSBDBQ>?IBPÐLCÐQEFPÐQVMB Ð(Take these
vegetables out of the general supply.)
“This rule could have been:
">@EÐMI>VBOÐPQ>OQPÐTFQEÐBFQEBOÐÐÐTEB>QÐÄBIAÐ>KAÐÐ >PEÐLOÐÐÐMRJMHFKÐ
ÄBIAÐ>KAÐÐ >PEÐLOÐÐÐQROKFMÐÄBIAÐ>KAÐÐ >PE Ð&KPQB>AÐQEFPÐORIBÐFKQOLAR@BPÐ
the actions of “Buying” and “Sowing”, as used in the main game, right from
the setup. There is no inherent advantage in starting with any particular
vegetable. I have tried to design the game so that all three setups are equal.”

UWE

Small extra rule.
QÐJLPQÐÐMI>VBOPÐ@>KÐE>SBÐQEBÐP>JBÐPQ>OQFKDÐSBDBQ>?IBPÐLKÐQEBFOÐÄBIAP
“Is this because the game would be boring if all players had the same setup?
No. In reality it’s because there aren’t enough counters for every player to start
with the same vegetable (such as wheat for example).“

The Game Round
1EBÐD>JBÐFPÐÐOLRKAPÐILKD Ð">@EÐOLRKAÐE>PÐÐME>PBP
Harvest Phase (Phase 1)
">@EÐMI>VBOÐQ>HBPÐBU>@QIVÐLKBÐSBDBQ>?IBÐCOLJÐEFPÐ%LJBÐÄBIAÐ>KAÐMI>@BPÐ
FQÐFKÐEFPÐ >OQ Ð&KÐ>AAFQFLKÐB>@EÐMI>VBOÐJ>VÐQROKÐLSBOÐLKBÐKBTÐÄBIAÐCOLJÐ
his stack, onto which a new vegetable may be sown using the same
JBQELAÐ>PÐVLROÐ%LJBÐÄBIA Ð
Tip: 6LRÐ@>KÐRPBÐVLROÐ%LJBÐÄBIAÐQLÐHBBMÐQO>@HÐLCÐQEBÐKFKBÐOLRKAPÐ,K@BÐ
QEFPÐÄBIAÐFPÐBJMQV ÐQEBÐI>PQÐOLRKAÐE>PÐ?BDRKÂÐ
“TEFPÐE>OSBPQÐJB@E>KF@ÐT>PÐFKPMFOBAÐ?VÐQEBÐD>JBÐiKQFNRFQVhÐMR?IFPEBAÐ Ð
by Splotter Spellen). I liked this mechanic so much I put a variation of it in two
D>JBPÐ#FOPQIVÐFKÐhQÐQEBÐ$>QBPÐLCÐ)LV>KDhÐ0MOFKDÐ Ð>KAÐQEBKÐFKÐhDOF@LI>h
+LSBJ?BOÐ  h

The player earns money by selling to both his Regular customers and
QLÐ >PR>IÐ@RPQLJBOP Ð1EBPBÐ@RPQLJBOÐ@>OAPÐCLOJÐM>OQÐLCÐQEBÐ>@QFLKÐ@>OAÐ
deck.
Card phase (Phase 2)
Each player draws two new action cards. The newly drawn actions
cards are placed on their own spaces on the board. 1EBOBÐFPÐ>ÐPMB@FÄ@Ð
method for distributing these cards. You don’t need to know this to
understand the rules, but is needed for deciding the start player, more
on this later.)
Action Phase (Phase 3)
Players earn money using their vegetables and cards.
There are a number of possible actions for each player, all of
which may be done more than once and in any order.
#LLQKLQB
1EBÐ >PEÐ@LFKPÐTBOBÐFKÐ@FO@RI>QFLKÐFKÐ EFK>ÐCLOÐ>?LRQÐ ÐVB>OPÐRKQFIÐQEBÐ
end of the nineteenth century, when they were replaced with the “Yuan”.

UWE

Each player has a T-shaped gameboard with a Shop and a Path of
Prosperity. The player who has progressed furthest on the Path of
Prosperity, by earning the most money, wins.

“ACQBOÐB>@EÐMI>VBOPÐPBQRM ÐQEBÐ0ELMÐFPKgQÐCRIIVÐPQL@HBAÐTFQEÐSBDBQ>?IBP Ð,KBÐ
PM>@BÐB>@EÐCLOÐ?B>KPÐ>KAÐIBBHÐFPÐCOBBÐPLÐQE>QÐMI>VBOPÐJ>VÐPBIIÐQLÐQEBÐ0ELMÐCLOÐÐ
>PE Ð4EF@EÐFPÐQEBÐPBIIFKDÐMOF@BÐCLOÐ>Ð?B>KÐLOÐ>ÐIBBHÐ">OIVÐFKÐQEBÐD>JBÐQEFPÐFPÐ>Ð
SBOVÐMOLÄQ>?IBÐJLSB iÐ

The CLIILTFKDÐ>OBÐABQ>FIBAÐABP@OFMQFLKPÐLCÐÐ)L>KP Ð/BDRI>OÐ>KAÐ >PR>IÐ
customers, the Two-pack action, a method of distributing the action
cards and the Start player token.

Helpers are action cards with text. They are used once then
discarded.

Loans

The players earn money through their Regular and Casual
customers. Regular customers provide long term business
opportunities (the same pair of vegetables must be delivered each
OLRKAÐCLOÐCLROÐOLRKAP Ð >PR>IÐ@RPQLJBOPÐ>OBÐPBOSBAÐLK@B Ð">@EÐ
>PR>IÐ@RPQLJBOÐE>PÐ>ÐPELMMFKDÐIFPQÐLCÐQEOBBÐSBDBQ>?IBP Ð

Any player may take out a Loan at any time,
Q>HFKDÐÐ >PEÐCOLJÐQEBÐ?>KH Ð)L>KPÐ@>KÐnot be
repaid. At the end of the game the player goes
back one space on the Path of Prosperity for
each Loan he has.

The Two-pack action gives the players the option of getting two
new action cards. If a player wants to keep both cards then they
must be played on top of each other.
The price of this action depends on the cards in play. The Two-pack
is the only action that can only be used once each Action phase.

“Its unusual for a Loan to be non-repayable over
KREDIT
the game, even if you want to. A Loan in Loyang is
more expensive for an advanced player, since he may
ILPBÐ>ÐPM>@BÐ@LPQFKDÐ ÐTEBOB>PÐ>ÐKBTBOÐMI>VBOÐJFDEQÐ
ILPBÐ>ÐPM>@BÐ@LPQFKDÐ ÐÐ)L>KÐFPÐLKIVÐRPBCRIÐB>OIVÐFKÐ
the game. Later you shouldn’t need them. If you were
able to pay it back early on in the game then you must have gotten it too
cheaply. The only motivation to repay it would be to save interest. Interest isn’t
needed in this game, so why make it more complicated than it has to be? ”

At the end of the Action phase the player stores his vegetables and
moves his prosperity counter forward.
A player’s Storehouse may only store one vegetable over to the next
round. A player who has more than one vegetable left must either
sell the rest to the Shop, discard them or expand his Storehouse. For
Ð >PEÐVLRÐ@>KÐMBOJ>KBKQIVÐFK@OB>PBÐQEBÐ0QLOBELRPBÐ@>M>@FQVÐCOLJÐ
one vegetable to four vegetables. (At the start of the next round
all the vegetables in a player’s Storehouse – along with the newly
E>OSBPQBAÐSBDBQ>?IBPÐkÐ>OBÐMI>@BAÐFKÐQEBÐMI>VBOPÐ >OQ 
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1
The Path of Prosperity goes from one to twenty. 3GDÐÎQRSÐRO@BDÐ
bought each turn costs 1 Cash regard-less of what is
printed on that space. The cost of buying any additional
spaces is the price shown on that space.
“This rule means that money earned early in the game is worth more than
money earned later. At the start, buying an extra space on this path may cost
 ÐTEBOB>PÐI>QBOÐFQÐ@LRIAÐ@LPQÐÐLOÐJLOBÂÐ1EBÐORIBÐQE>QÐQEBÐÄOPQÐPM>@BÐMBOÐQROKÐ
@LPQPÐÐFPÐFJMLOQ>KQ Ð>PÐFQÐBK@LRO>DBPÐMI>VBOPÐQLÐ>AS>K@BÐ>PÐC>OÐ>PÐQEBVÐ@>KÐB>@E
turn, making the most of their cheaper move, as opposed to saving all their
money to the end of the game before moving.”

UWE

Up to this point was an overview of the game rules

At a Market stall a player can exchange vegetables. The
number of bowls show if you need to trade one or two vegetables
to get the vegetable you want. Each market stall can make three
different types of trade.

Concluding the Action phase

UWE

“TEBÐÄOPQÐQFB?OB>HBOÐEFDEIFDEQPÐQE>QÐB>OKFKDÐJLKBVÐFPÐQEBÐLSBO>IIÐDL>I Ð
The second tiebreaker shows which player has the best potential if the
game had continued for more rounds. This is why only vegetables on
EFPÐÄBIAPÐ>KAÐ0QLOBELRPBÐ@LRKQ ÐKLQÐSBDBQ>?IBPÐFKÐEFPÐJ>OHBQÐPQ>IIÐ>KAÐ
Shop.”

Wenn du einen Kred
it
erhältst du sofor aufnimmst,
t5 .
Der Kredit kann
nicht
Stattdessen wird zurückgezahlt werden.
dein Wertungs
der letzten Spiel
runde um1 Schr stein nach
itt zurückgesetzt
.

UWE

UWE

&CÐVLRÐ>OBÐPELOQÐLCÐJLKBVÐVLRÐ@>KÐPBIIÐSBDBQ>?IBPÐCLOÐÐLOÐÐ >PEÐ
to the Shop on your board, if there is space for them. Each type of
vegetable has it’s own area in the Shop.

The winner is the player who had advanced furtherest on the Path of
Prosperity. In the case of a tie, the winner is the player with the most
money (if this is also tied then the winner is the player with most
SBDBQ>?IBPÐLKÐEFPÐÄBIAPÐ>KAÐFKÐEFPÐ0QLOBELRPB ÐÐÐ

Regular Customers
Place a satisfaction marker on each Regular
customer when it comes into play. It begins blue
side up on its spot on the card. If a player fails
to supply the customer with the vegetables he
wants, the marker is turned over to its red side.
1EFPÐCOBNRBKQIVÐE>MMBKPÐAROFKDÐQEBÐÄOPQÐOLRKAÐQEBÐ
Regular customer comes into play.) If the marker
FPÐ>IOB>AVÐOBAÐPFABÐRMÐTEBKÐEBÐ@>KKLQÐCRIÄIÐQEBÐ
customers order then he must pay the customer
Ð >PEÐFKÐ@LJMBKP>QFLK Ð1EFPÐALBPKgQÐE>MMBKÐPL
often)
“The game is designed so that players can choose when not to deliver to a
Regular customer: Aggressive play, would be to take the customer now, even
though you can’t deliver, in order to secure it for next turn. Defensive play,
would be to choose not to deliver to a Regular customer because you have a
?BQQBOÐAB>IÐLCCBOBAÐ?VÐ>Ð >PR>IÐ@RPQLJBO i

UWE

The Sow and Buy actions are the same they were in the setup.
1EBOBÐ>ÐCLROÐLQEBOÐQVMBPÐLCÐÄBIAÐLQEBOÐQE>KÐQEBÐ%LJBÐÄBIA Ð0LJBÐ
have places for six vegetables, but cannot hold many different kinds
of vegetables. Some have spaces for three vegetables of any kind.
1EBOBÐ>OBÐ>IPLÐÐ>KAÐÐPM>@BÐÄBIAP

Winning the Game

New players can be helped in learning the game by giving them a
secret Regular customer in their hand from the start of the game.
This may be played in place of an action card during the Action phase.
(see distributing action cards). This makes it easier for the new player
to plan ahead.
“Without this rule a new player may go for several rounds without money, or
even have to take several Loans. With this rule each player has an objective
COLJÐQEBÐPQ>OQ Ð%BÐHKLTPÐTE>QÐQLÐMI>KQÐLKÐEFPÐPQ>OQÐÄBIAÐAROFKDÐPBQRMÐ>KAÐ
which other vegetables he will need to get. He can then play his Regular
customer once he has planted the vegetables he needs and is ready.”

RALPH

Actions in more detail than they appear on the player aid.

UWE

Casual Customers

Now how to distribute action cards.

TheÐJLKBVÐOB@BFSBAÐCLOÐB>@EÐ >PR>IÐ@RPQLJBOÐ
ABMBKAPÐLKÐQEBÐKRJ?BOÐLCÐ >PR>IÐ>KAÐ/BDRI>OÐ
customers a player has in his play area: If he has
more Regular customers, he gets the amount
MOFKQBAÐLKÐQEBÐ >PR>IÐ@RPQLJBOÐ@>OAÐMIRPÐÐ >PE
&CÐEBÐE>PÐJLOBÐ >PR>IÐ@RPQLJBOPÐQEBKÐEBÐDBQPÐQEBÐ
>JLRKQÐLKÐQEBÐ >PR>IÐ@RPQLJBOÐ@>OAÐJFKRPÐ
Ð >PE Ð&CÐEBÐE>PÐQEBÐP>JBÐKRJ?BOÐLCÐB>@E ÐQEBKÐ
he gets the amount as printed.

Distributing Action Cards

“A player with more Regular customers has higher demands placed on him.
When he meets these demands he should be rewarded.
A MI>VBOÐTFQEÐJ>KVÐ >PR>IÐ@RPQLJBOPÐ@>KÐMF@HÐ>KAÐ@ELLPBÐTEBKÐQLÐPBOSBÐQEBPB Ð
making the game easier for him. This type of player should earn less.”

The Two-pack
This is the only action that can be done at most once during the Action
phase. This action gives a player the opportunity to get two additional
@>OAPÐFKÐ>ÐOLRKA Ð2KIFHBÐQEBÐ@>OAPÐVLRÐDBQÐAROFKDÐQEBÐ >OAÐME>PBÐTEF@EÐ
are usually free) the Two-pack must be paid for, and can’t be played
separately. If you choose to keep both of these cards, they must be
played on top of each other. A player can choose which card is played
on top. You can choose to keep both, one or none of
these cards.

“1EBÐ@>OAPÐAO>TKÐFKÐQEBÐ >OAÐME>PBÐ>OBÐKLQÐMI>VBAÐLKÐQLMÐLCÐB>@EÐLQEBOÐIFHBÐ
the Two-pack. The reason being that the players select these cards, they are not
given randomly. This is so that a player can use them straight away as part
of his strategy.”

UWE

Players can buy the Two-pack described above during the Action phase.
">@EÐMI>VBOÐDBQPÐEFPÐÄOPQÐQTLÐ>@QFLKÐ@>OAPÐCLOÐQEBÐOLRKAÐFKÐQEBÐ >OAÐ
phase. These cards, unlike the Two-pack, can be played individually.

How each player gets these cards is best shown using an example.
Each player draws 4 cards into his hand. The aim is to select two cards
using just 1 card from this hand and exactly 1 card from the
“Courtyard” Ð1EBÐ LROQV>OAÐPQ>OQPÐBJMQV Ð-I>VÐMOL@BBAPÐ@IL@HTFPB
,KÐEFPÐQROKÐ>ÐMI>VBOÐ@>KÐBFQEBOÐJ>HBÐEFPÐPBIB@QFLKÐLCÐQTLÐ@>OAP
LOÐMRQÐLKBÐ@>OAÐFKQLÐQEBÐ LROQV>OA Ð
1 0FK@BÐQEBÐ LROQV>OAÐPQ>OQPÐBJMQV ÐQEBÐÄOPQÐMI>VBOÐQEBÐLKBÐTFQEÐQEBÐ
I>ODBÐÄOPQÐMI>VBOÐJ>OHBOÐJRPQÐMI>@BÐLKBÐ@>OAÐFKÐQEBÐ LROQV>OA Ð
2 1EBÐKBUQÐMI>VBOÐE>PÐQEBÐ@ELF@BÐLCÐBFQEBOÐPBIB@QFKDÐQEBÐ LROQV>OAÐ
card to go with a card in his hand, or adding another card to the
LROQV>OA Ð&KÐQEFPÐBU>JMIBÐEBÐ@ELLPBPÐQLÐ>AAÐ>KLQEBOÐ@>OAÐQLÐQEBÐ
LROQV>OA Ð
3 1EBÐQEFOAÐMI>VBOÐ@ELLPBPÐLKBÐ@>OAÐCOLJÐQEBÐ LROQV>OAÐ>KAÐ>KLQEBOÐ
COLJÐEFPÐE>KA Ð1EBÐLQEBOÐ@>OAPÐCOLJÐEFPÐE>KAÐDLÐFKQLÐQEBÐ LROQV>OA Ð
He then decides where to play these two new cards in his playing
area.
1 -I>VBOÐ Ð>CQBOÐILLHFKDÐ>QÐTE>QÐ@>OAPÐ>OBÐFKÐQEBÐ LROQV>OA ÐAB@FABPÐ
QLÐ>AAÐ>KLQEBOÐ@>OAÐQLÐQEBÐ LROQV>OA Ð
2 The second player now makes his card selections and discards his
IBCQLSBOÐ@>OAPÐFKQLÐQEBÐ LROQV>OA Ð

UWE

The price of the Two-pack is calculated as follows:
The price is equal to the number of Helpers you have or the number of
markets stalls you have. Use the larger amount. It is possible to sack
%BIMBOPÐLOÐAFP@>OAÐJ>OHBQÐPQ>IIPÐGRPQÐQLÐDBQÐQEFPÐMOF@BÐALTKÂ
“The price of the Two-pack can be manipulated. This makes the game more
interesting for the players. This design forces a player to think about each card
before it is played. It puts pressure on the player to keep a balance between
keeping cards unplayed for too long and having useless cards in play: Unused
Regular customers must be compensated if a player fails to deliver. Having
>PR>IÐ@RPQLJBOPÐFKÐMI>VÐQE>QÐ>OBÐKLQÐ?BFKDÐPBOSBAÐJB>KÐQEBÐMI>VBOÐTFIIÐJ>HBÐ
IBPPÐCOLJÐCRQROBÐ >PR>IÐ@RPQLJBOP Ð*>OHBQÐPQ>IIPÐ>KAÐ%BIMBOÐ@>OAPÐFK@OB>PBÐQEBÐ
price of the Two-pack.”

Not only cards from the Two-pack must be paid for. Since MDVÐÎDKCR
are the most valuable action cards, they each cost two addition Cash
- both in the Two-Pack and in the card phase.

1EBÐ@>OAPÐIBCQLSBOÐCOLJÐQEBÐ LROQV>OAÐCLOJÐ>Ð!FP@>OAÐMFIBÐRKQFIÐQEBÐKBUQÐ
>OAÐME>PB Ð1EFPÐ!FP@>OAÐMFIBÐFPÐKLQÐPERCÅBAÐFKQLÐQEBÐOBPQÐLCÐQEBÐAB@HÐ
until the startÐLCÐQEBÐKBUQÐ >OAÐME>PB
“1EBÐAFP@>OAPÐ>OBÐKLQÐPERCÅBAÐFKÐPQO>FDEQÐ>T>VÐPLÐQE>QÐMI>VBOPÐALKgQÐDBQÐ@>OAPÐ
QEBVÐ>IOB>AVÐOBGB@QBAÐFCÐQEBVÐ?RVÐ>Ð1TL M>@H Ð1EBÐ@>OAPÐ>OBÐPERCÅBAÐFKÐBSBOVÐ
round so that experienced players can get the same Helper every round
if it is offered.”

UWE

“A player cannot use the bottom card of this stack unless he discards the top
card. You have to think carefully about how to stack these cards. Remember
Helper cards are the only cards that can be discarded easily. All other cards
have to be completed before they are discarded.”

The method for two players
Before each players turn he may choose to draw an additional card
COLJÐQEBÐAB@HÐQLÐMI>@BÐFKÐQEBÐ LROQV>OA Ð%BÐFPÐKBSBOÐCLO@BAÐQL 
“The players should have just as large a selection of action cards to choose
from as in the four player game. In “Loyang” players often try to get the same
%BIMBOÐCLOÐ>PÐJ>KVÐQROKPÐ>PÐQEBVÐ@>K Ð1E>QgPÐTEVÐQEBOBÐ>OBÐLKIVÐ ÐAFCCBOBKQÐ
Helper cards). For this strategy to work you need a large selection of cards each
round. ”

RALPH

UWE

“If a player likes two of his starting hand of cards, he shouldn’t be able to keep
them too easily. He should be forced to think about which card he will offer to
BSBOVLKBÐ?VÐMI>@FKDÐFQÐFKÐQEBÐ LROQV>OA Ð&CÐEBÐFPÐRKIR@HVÐFQÐTFIIÐ?BÐMF@HBAÐRMÐ?VÐ
someone else before his next turn comes around.”

UWE

1 ,K@BÐLKIVÐLKBÐMI>VBOÐFPÐIBCQ ÐEBÐ@>KÐKLÐILKDBOÐMI>@BÐ@>OAPÐFKÐQEBÐ
LROQV>OA Ð%BÐKLTÐE>PÐQLÐPBIB@QÐEFPÐ@>OAPÐ>KAÐBKAÐQEFPÐME>PB Ð

UWE

At the start of the game decide randomly who gets the
ÄOPQÐ>KAÐPB@LKAÐMI>VBOÐJ>OHBOP ÐCQBOÐQE>QÐ1E>QÐMI>VBOÐ
TELÐPBIB@QPÐEFPÐ>@QFLKÐ@>OAPÐFKÐQEBÐ >OAÐME>PBÐlast
receives the large start player marker. The player who
chose his cards second last gets the second player
maker. The player with the large start player marker
begins the Action phase, followed by the player with
the smaller second player marker. In a three player
game the player with no token is third.
“1EFPÐORIBÐT>PÐ>AABAÐARBÐQLÐQEBÐ>AS>KQ>DBÐQEBÐPQ>OQÐMI>VBOÐE>PÐFKÐQEBÐÄK>IÐ
round. The tokens used to rotate clockwise. This rule adds new depth to the
game as they are now competed for. A player can choose whether he wants to
PB@ROBÐEFPÐC>SLROFQBÐ>@QFLKÐ@>OAPÐB>OIVÐFKÐQEBÐ >OAÐME>PBÐLOÐT>FQÐPLÐQE>QÐEBÐ@>KÐ
become the start player for the next round.”

hÐMI>VBOÐJRPQÐ@>OBCRIIVÐ@LKPFABOÐEFPÐ@ELF@BPÐFKÐQEBÐ >OAÐME>PB Ð%BÐJ>VÐQ>HBÐ>Ð
@>OAÐCOLJÐQEBÐÄOPQÐOLTÐPLÐQE>QÐ>Ð@>OAÐCOLJÐQEBÐQEFOAÐOLTÐTFIIÐ?BÐCOBBÐFKÐQEBÐKBUQÐ
OLRKA Ð >OAPÐCOLJÐQEBÐPB@LKAÐOLTÐTLRIAÐ?BÐ@ELPBKÐ@>OBCRIIV Ð"FQEBOÐEBÐAB@FABPÐ
to take a card he would otherwise lose, or he might choose none from the
second row in order to cycle through the deck more quickly.”

Curious about the game?

AT THE GATES OF LOYANG
The new big game from Uwe Rosenberg!
Test it at the Hall Games booth 9-64

The English Version!

UWE

The rules for four player games
The rules for a four player game are a little different. The player with
the large start player marker chooses a player without a marker to be
his partner for the Action phase. This then forces a partnership between
the player with the second player marker and the player who wasn’t
@ELPBK Ð1EBÐÄOPQÐM>OQKBOPEFMÐQEBKÐ@LJMIBQBÐQEBFOÐ@QFLKÐME>PBÐMI>VFKD
only with each other. The other partnership may also complete theirs
at the same time Ð BOQ>FKÐ%BIMBOÐ@>OAPÐE>SBÐQBUQPÐQE>QÐJBKQFLKÐ
another player. This refers to your current partner for this round.

HAL
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“This rule speeds up the game. The partnerships play parallel to each other,
without watching the actions of the other partnership. This adds more
BU@FQBJBKQÐFKÐ@LJMBQFKDÐCLOÐQEBÐÄOPQÐMI>VBOÐJ>OHBOÐPLÐVLRÐ@>KÐ@ELLPBÐVLROÐ
partner for the turn, or to being the second player to stop someone spoiling
your fun with Helper cards.”

UWE

The Solitaire Variant
“TheÐQEOBBÐJ>FKÐD>JBPÐ&ÐE>SBÐE>PÐMR?IFPEBAÐ?BQTBBKÐ  Ð ÐE>SBÐ>ÐILQÐ
FKÐ@LJJLK Ð,KBÐFPÐQE>QÐQEBÐMI>VBOPÐE>OSBPQÐSBDBQ>?IBP ÐDOF@LI> Ð)BÐ%>SOBÐ>KAÐ
Loyang also all have a solitaire version, in which players are trying to beat their
highest score. The solitaire version of Loyang is a good way of learning the
mechanics and strategies of the game, especially for the Action phase.”

The difference between multi
player games and solitaire
games is in the card mechanics.
The solitaire player buys his
@>OAPÐRPFKDÐ>ÐÐUÐÐDOFA Ð1EBÐ
@>OAPÐFKÐQEBÐÄOPQÐOLTÐ>OBÐCOBB Ð
the cards in the second row cost
LKBÐ >PEÐ>KAÐQEBÐ@>OAPÐFKÐQEBÐ
QEFOAÐ>KAÐCLOQEÐOLTPÐ@LPQÐÐ >PE Ð
The solitaire game is highly
strategic as the majority of these
cards will remain on this grid,
allowing you to plan for them
for future rounds.

I want to say a special thank you to my proof-readers and play-testers:
/>IMEÐOREK ÐKAOB>PÐ,ABKA>EI Ð'RIF>KÐ0QBFKALOCBO ÐKK (>QOFKÐ!OLDF Ð
1FJLÐ)LFPQ Ð*F@E>BIÐ4F¤KBO Ð0QBC>KÐ0@EJFA Ð&KD>ÐIB@EBOÐ>KAÐ0RP>KKBÐ
Rosenberg.
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CQBOÐB>@EÐ >OAÐME>PBÐQEBÐ@>OAPÐIBCQÐFKÐQEBÐPB@LKAÐOLTÐ>OBÐMI>@BAÐFKÐQEBÐ
!FP@>OAÐMFIB ÐQEBÐ@>OAPÐFKÐQEBÐÄOPQÐOLTÐOBJ>FKÐTEBOBÐQEBVÐ>OB Ð1EBÐ@>OAPÐ
still on the board then slide up, and replacements are drawn from the
AB@HÐQLÐÄIIÐQEBÐKBTIVÐBJMQFBAÐPMLQP Ð1EBÐKBTÐDOFAÐFPÐKLTÐOB>AVÐCLOÐQEBÐ
next turn.
The economy of this variant is harsher as the player must now pay for
the cards he draws.
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The Start Player Token

